
BRIEFING NOTE 

TO:  Deputy CIO for Architecture, Strategy, and Design (ASD) 

SUBJECT:  

STAT RECOMMENDATION 

Exemption Sought

Entity Requesting Waiver 

Discussion 

- Brief Description of project/office requesting waiver. 

- What is the justification of this waiver? Why is this waiver being requested
and why is the project or office unable to comply with the specified 
STAT and enterprise standards and processes?



- What are the dates of Critical Decision reviews that the project has been
through or is expected to go through in the future?

Implications 

- What are the implications for VA?

- What are the implications for the project or office?

Issue Prepared By: 



STAT Approvals: 

Ms. Maureen Hoye (EPMO) Ms. Bonnie Walker (ASD) 

ASD DCIO Decision 

Paul A. Tibbits, MD 
DCIO, Architecture, Strategy and Design 
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	Enter Subject: Waiver: Unity Web Player v5.3X and 4.6X – Educational Gaming Solutions
	Enter text: Approve, Approved with Constraints, or Rejected: Approve with Constraints
	Include any details of constraints/decision: 1. STAT recommends this waiver be granted for a duration of 6 months2. Use of this waiver is restricted to Unity Web Player v5.3X and 4.6X for the Educational Gaming Solutions project team3. This waiver request was evaluated and approved in November 2016, therefore an extension past 6-months will require further STAT evaluation and analysis
	Enter text: Insert the technology name and version number for which the waiver is being requested: Unity Web Player v5.3X and 4.6X 
	Enter text: Insert project team name with the respective increment/release number: Educational Gaming Solutions
	Project Scope: Innovations Gaming work center has created the following game-based learning products to satisfy various training requirements and professional development. These training products are designed to educate medical professionals who are then able to teach patients (veterans).- Crash Cart- Goals of Care- Choosing Wisely- Tele-ICU Multiplayer Game- Medical Surgical Nurse- Charge Nurse Activities in Leadership and Management (CALM)- Difficult Airway and Algorithm Cricothyrotomy (DAARC)- Virtual Medical Center- Million Hearts Campaign- Emergency Responders Virtual Card Game- Geriatrics- Simulation Training for Evaluation and Management of Patients at Risk for Suicide (STEMS)
	Waiver Justification: The project team requests a waiver renewal to use Unity Web Player for their two products (Medical Gaming and Virtual Medical Center) which can be used by any VA employee or contractor. The Virtual Medical Center is a state-of the-art virtual hospital that contains a collaborative learning environment by providing a series of clinics which focus on general health topics, specific medical conditions, disease management or well-being. These training products were built using Unity Web Player and will not function properly without the technology.
	PMAS Milestone dates: Not applicable
	VA Implications: The project team has provided a transition plan to migrate from Unity Web Player within 1 year, and all future products will be built using authorized software and housed in a Game Base Learning Management System. 
	Other Implications: Without Unity Web Player, the current training products developed by the project team will not be able to function properly, ultimately impacting VA medical staff education and training.
	Name of preparer: Gabrielle.Nami@va.gov
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	Enter text: Approve or Reject AERB Decision: : Approve STAT Decision
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